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Features
Param self-leveling concrete floor 

toppings can be integrally colored, died, 

stained or polished and finished in the 

sheen of your choice. Param can also be 

used as a base for resinous coatings.

High compressive strength withstands 
heavy foot and rubber wheel traffic

Moisture resistant

Stain-resistant

Various protective topcoats are 
available

Low VOCs

Slip-resistant finishes are available
Flexible. 
Versatile.
Param can be applied over concrete wood, 

ceramic tile, and VCT. It provides a hard, 

level surface that bonds impenetrably with 

porous and nonporous substrates. Param 

withstands heavy traffic and normal wear.

A multitude of flooring options like 

ceramic tiles, natural stone, concrete 

overlays, concrete dyes and resinous 

flooring systems can be installed within 

18-24 hours of installation.

The   
 Modern   
 Concrete
Self-leveling Polished 
Concrete Topping

With Param Self-leveling Polished Concrete, 

you too can realize the modern design that 

only a polished concrete floor provides. 

Installation of Param does not require 

the tools and labor necessary to grind a 

concrete surface like traditional polished 

concrete.

Thickness >¼"

Param 
Self-leveling Polished Concrete Topping
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Features
Terrazzi is a modern concrete design 

solution for interior & exterior use. 

Unlimited color combinations and 

textures can be realized using integral 

color pigments, chemical stains, dyes, 

and water-based stains. Terrazzi is 

available exclusively from Duraamen.

Freeze / thaw stability

Superior abrasion resistance

Very low VOCs

Superior bond strength to the substrate

 Ingenious, 
 Modernistic 
 Flooring.
The innovation of 
polished concrete.

Polished concrete is in use in some of the 

most trendy and aesthetically pleasing 

building projects around the globe.

To help with the high demand for polished 

concrete finishes, Duraamen has developed 

Terrazzi, a sprayable polished concrete 

system, a truly innovative technology. 

Terrazzi virtually eliminates poor results and 

reduces the cost and installation time of 

polished concrete floor projects.

Spraying a polishable concrete microtopping 

results in an ultra-smooth, super-fine surface 

that is free of trowel marks.

Terrazzi 
Sprayable Polished Concrete

Thickness 1/8”

 Innovation
The Terrazzi System installs by spraying a 

specifically designed concrete resurfacing 

compound with a specially designed 

sprayer. The wet surface is broadcast with 

a proprietary blend of recycled glass and 

crushed marble aggregates that provide 

a polishable surface and increase strength.
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Features
Pentimento creates a smooth natural 

concrete surface in a one-coat 

application. Using stains/dyes along 

with integral colors, create a unique 

and highly durable concrete surface 

with variegated color effects. It can be 

installed over multiple substrates, 

not just concrete.

High compressive strength withstands 
heavy foot and rubber wheel traffic

Stain-resistant

Various protective topcoats are 
available

Low VOCs

Modern 
Concrete 
Flooring.
Single-layer microtopping 
for modern floors.

Pentimento is a concrete overlay/

microtopping made from a tailor-made 

blend of premium grade cement, fine grade 

aggregates, and specialty acrylic polymers. 

Use it to resurface existing concrete or any 

horizontal hard-wearing surface like ceramic 

tiles or gypsum-based underlayments. 

When installed by a skilled craftsmen 

Pentimento leaves no trowel marks. It 

can be installed in just one layer and its 

grey color gives it the appearance of 

finished concrete. It is the perfect concrete 

microtopping for creating a smooth, 

seamless, and burnished polished 

concrete floor.

Pentimento is used in high-end residential 

and commercial spaces or anywhere a 

smooth modern concrete floor is desired.

Thickness 1/8”

Pentimento 
Concrete Microtopping
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Modern 
Concrete 
with Style.
A contemporary concrete 
look for floors, walls, 
and other surfaces.

It’s easy to give nearly any interior 

surface a complete face-lift with Skraffino 

decorative concrete overlays. Skraffino has 

the look of a natural hand-applied polished 

concrete surface. It can be colorized with 

more than 60 available colors and installers 

can achieve other colors by mixing.

Skraffino requires installing two to three 

layers of product depending on the desired 

thickness and substrate condition. It can be 

applied over various substrates like concrete, 

gypsum, or any hard-wearing surface.

Thickness 1/16”–1/8"

Skraffino 
Microcement

Versatility
Skraffino can be used on horizontal and 

vertical surfaces, making it perfect for 

stylish staircases, walls, and floors. Create 

the contemporary interior design featured 

in art galleries, luxury building lobbies, 

and high-end retail stores. Skraffino turns 

bland and dated office spaces, homes, 

condominiums, and lofts into works of 

modern art.

 Features
Skraffino concrete overlays have several 

advantages over other types of flooring.

Abrasion-resistant

Anti-slip coating

VOC Compliant / low order

UV Resistant
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Thickness 1/16”–1/8”

Uberdek 
Concrete Resurfacing

Features
Uberdek is versatile allowing for 

decorative trowel, broom and spray 

finishes. It’s compatible with most stains 

and dyes and is easy to use. Just add 

water and mix. More technical features 

are listed below:

Excellent freeze thaw stability

Low VOCs

Slip-resistant finish

Fast install and quick return to service

Exterior 
Beauty
Concrete Resurfacing 
for broom and spray 
down finishes

Uberdek is a single component polymer 

modified concrete formulated to 

resurface existing indoor or outdoor 

concrete surfaces.

It’s a very cost-effective solution to 

expensive and time-consuming concrete 

replacement as it makes the old concrete 

surface to look new again. It can be 

applied over horizontal and vertical 

concrete surfaces that are worn, spalled 

and distressed.

Uberdek is suitable for decorative trowel 

finishes or simply broom finishes on 

sidewalks, driveways, garage floors, 

patios, walkways, pool decks and stairs.

The result of an Uberdek installation is a 

renewed surface that accepts foot traffic 

in as little as 2 hours and rubber tire 

traffic within 8 hours.

Uberdek is typically applied with a steel 

finishing trowel, squeegee, masonry brush 

for curbs or steps and broom finished.
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